8 Solutions – Data Centre Cleaning
Rayon Replaced with Microfibre Cloths
Harrison Wipes®, UK leaders in wiping cloth solutions have been working closely with
8 Solutions to provide them with a complete wiping cloth solution for their cleaning
and wiping requirements.
Harrison Wipes® provide a
comprehensive range of
wiping cloth solutions to
enable effective cleaning
and maintenance of critical
IT infrastructure. From low lint
and anti-static wipes to
absorbent and colour-coded,
Harrison Wipes® offer a
variety of weights, textures
and thicknesses to ensure the
right wipe for application.
With over 23 years of
experience, 8 Solutions are
specialists in data centre
cleaning. With over 100,000
successful completed data
centre projects, 8 Solutions
recognise the importance of
regular data centre
cleaning as part of an
effective risk mitigation
strategy for any IT facility.
Harrison Wipes® and 8
Solutions have been
working together to establish
the cleaning demands of the
data centre.

One of the main challenges
faced by using Rayon was
that the Rayon material is
supplied on large rolls which
needed to be manually cut
to size by the operator. This
process was time consuming
and inefficient, costing the
business valuable time.
Harrison Wipes® realised that
8 solutions could dramatically
improve their cleaning
efficiencies by switching to
woven microfibre cloths.
Harrison Wipes® delivered a
proposal which provided high
quality, low-lint wipes that are
also strong and durable,
machine washable,
absorbent yet soft for
polishing delicate surfaces.

An additional requirement 8
Solutions and Harrison Wipes®
identified as important to
ensure the maintenance of
the clean environment was
colour-coding. As the
microfibre cloths are
available in 4 colours, they
provide effective control
against cross-contamination
for critical cleaning areas.

Harrison Wipes® microfibres
are packaged pre-cut, in a
uniform size with clean-cut
edges for reduced linting.
These features enable
reduced usage and wastage,
and improved cleaning times.

With the introduction of
Harrison Wipes® microfibre
cloths, 8 Solutions have seen
a reduced usage in cloths as
well as improved cleaning
times.

8 Solutions were using
Rayon to clean delicate
components and
computer parts as they
required a low-linting
wipe because of the risk
of residue fibres left
behind on surfaces after
cleaning.
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